
Tide of Battle Quickplay Guide 

  Deploying Armies 
Both players choose their spells from the 

decks available to their casters. 

Each player rolls a dice; the player that rolls 

the highest is Player 1.   

Player 1 chooses a table edge, and places 

all troops within 12” of that table edge.  

Player 2 places all troops. 

Begin play with Player 1 Activating first. Activating a Unit 
Activated units perform actions in the following order: 

1. Rally and Reform 
Routed units may attempt to pass a Will Save to Rally; if 

they fail, they make a Route move. Units may also pass a 

Will Save to change formation for tactical benefit; if 

failed, the unit may not change. Either way, formation 

changes slow the unit down by 2”. 

2. Movement 
Units that did not begin their Activation Routed may 

move. They can either move a distance equal to their 

Mobility stat in inches, and then Shoot, or move ‘On the 

Double’ at twice their Mobility, but not shoot. Forests 

and other Difficult terrain prohibit On the Double moves 

unless the unit has a Skirmish formation. If a unit moves 

into contact with an enemy unit, it performs a ‘Charge’ 

and count as Engaged.  Engaged units cannot move until 

they leave the Engagement. 

3. Spellcasting 
Each spell-caster may cast one spell from the hand 

available to them at a target within range and Line of 

Sight. ‘Spells’ may be only cast once during a battle, ‘At-

Wills’ may be cast unlimited times. The opposing player 

may attempt to Counterspell spells. 

4. Ranged Attacks 
Unengaged units with ranged weapons may shoot them at 

unengaged targets within range and Line of Sight, rolling 

Ranged Attacks for the models in question. The targeted 

player chooses which models are removed from the target 

unit. Shooting at long range or at models in cover inflicts 

a -1 penalty to the attack rolls. 

 

Saves 

Saves are rolled by a Unit to avoid harm or 

confusion.  Roll a six-sided die; if the result 

of the roll is less than or equal to the 

relevant Save stat, the unit avoids ill-effect; 

if it is higher, the ill-effect occurs.  Rolls of 

a 6 always fail and a 1 always succeeds. 

Attacks 

Attacks are made both with Ranged and 

Melee weapons against a target unit.  Attack 

olls of a 6 always succeed and attack rolls 

of a 1 always fail. 

Rolling to Hit: The attacker rolls a number 

of six-sided dice equal to the number of 

attacking models times the number of 

attacks they can make, adding their bonus to 

Melee and Ranged Skill to each roll.  

Results that equal or exceeds the target’s 

Armor Class count as hitting the target.   

Rolling to Injure: Roll a six-sided die for 

each hit, adding the Strength or Ranged 

Strength bonus to each roll; results that 

equal or exceed the target’s Fortitude injure 

the model, inflicting 1 Hit Point of damage.   

Defenses: Units may roll Deflection saves 

to attempt to negate each hit.  Units with 

healers may force the attacker to re-roll up 

six successful rolls to injure the unit. 

For every Hit Point lost, an equivalent 

number of models worth those Hit Points 

must be removed from the back of the unit. Engagements 

During the Engagement phase, each battle between 

Engaged units is resolved one by one.  To resolve an 

engagement, roll Melee Attacks for each unit in contact 

with each other, starting in order with the models with the 

highest Reflex stats.  Only models touching enemy 

models may attack. After each side has made all of its 

attacks, each side adds up the number of Victory Points it 

scored (see the table) and the Tide of Battle is calculated.  

If one side has less VPs than the other, every unit on the 

losing side must pass a Will Save or Route.  Units that do 

not Route remain Engaged the following turn. 

Routing 

Units may be caused to Route when they 

fail a Will Save caused by losing the Tides 

of Battle, are reduce to half of their starting 

Hit Points or less by spells or ranged 

attacks, or by fear-inducing spells.  Units 

that Route, or fail to Rally, move their 

Mobility plus the roll of a D6 in inches 

towards their table edge. 

Sequence of Play 
Each turn of the game, Player 1 and Player 2 take turns 

issuing orders (known as ‘Activating’) to one unit at a 

time until every unit in both armies has been Activated.  

Once Activation is complete, the game proceeds to the 

Engagement phase: hand-to-hand combats are resolved, 

and then the next turn begins. 
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Victory Points – Tide of Battle 

 Inflict more Hit Points of damage than the enemy 

 Inflict 4 more Hit Points or more than the enemy 

 Have more complete ranks o (not including 

Skirmisher units) than the other side 

 Have 3 or more ranks more than the other side 

 Every unit at least 50% positioned on higher ground  

 Every Flanking Unit 

 Win a Duel 

Unit Types and Deployment 
Ranked units: Models must be deployed close 

together, bases flush against each other in ‘base-to-

base contact’, either in a single shoulder-to-

shoulder line of models, or in a number of linear 

ranks in the shape of rectangle.  Each rank must 

have the same number of models, except for the 

last one at the rear.  Ranks of 5 or more are 

complete ranks and receive bonuses. Models in 

ranked unit should face toward the enemy to avoid 

flanking, and must Reform to turn when moving. 

Skirmish Units: Models are placed in a loose 

formation no more than 1” apart, and receive a +1 

bonus to Armor Class against ranged attacks.  

Skirmishers move freely regardless of facing.  

They form up like a Melee unit when Engaged but 

do not receive a bonus for ranks.     

 Infantry- Ranked                Cavalry- Ranked. 

Light Infantry- Skirmishers. 

Light Cavalry- Skirmishers.  May Move on the 

same turn that they Rally. 

Large Units- Require only 3 models to receive a 

bonus for ranks. 

Huge Monsters- Skirmishers, but do not receive a 

bonus to AC against ranged attacks. 

Swarms- Skirmishers. Take double damage in Hit 

Points from template weapons, receive a +1 bonus 

to Armor Class when in cover. 

Small Swarms- As for Swarms, but immune to 

regular Ranged or Meleee attacks without an 

Energy type (flaming, freezing, etc.) 

Artillery- Ranked. Have both a war machine and a 

crew; stats are listed for the machine,then the crew.  

Ranged attacks hit the machine, melee attacks are 

against the crew.  May not Move on the Double. 

Formations 

Formations may be changed by passing a Will Save.  

An attempt imposes a -2 penalty to Mobility. 

Phalanx Formation: Regular 

Ranked formation. 

Turtle Formation: Infantry with  

Shields only, requires 2 ranks.   

Deflection Save increases to 3.   

May not move On the Double, -1 penalty to Reflex. 

Spearhead: All models in the first 

Three ranks may attack.  Only the 

4
th

 rank and beyond count as bonus 

Ranks.  Reverts to Standard after first turn of an 

Engagement.  If charged, always counts as Flanked. 

Column:  May move at 3 times Mobility, 

but counts as Flanked if charged and receives 

no Rank bonuses.  May not move through 

Difficult or Extreme terrain. 

 

 

 

Terrain 

Difficult Terrain Ranked units may not move On 

the Double through Difficult Terrain. 
Extreme Terrain : As for Difficult Terrain, but 

ALL units may only move through at half speed. 

Cover: Units within the terrain gain a specified 

bonus to Armor Class versus Ranged Attacks 

Terrain Type AC Terrain Type AC 

Hill Open No Scrub Difficult +1 

Forest Difficult +1 Swamp Extreme No 

Wall Difficult +2 Tall 

Crops 

Difficult +1 

Ruins Difficult +2 Steep 

Hill 

Extreme No 

 

Heroic Characters 

Heroes may fight alone as Skirmishers, or be 

attached to units, activating together with the unit 

unless they choose to leave the unit.  Heroes may 

spend 25 points per character level on magic items 

and feats. Heroes with Leadership abilities allow 

the unit they accompany to use the Heroes’ Will 

Save instead of the unit’s under specific 

circumstances. Tactical Leadership: change 

formation, avoid routing from taking 50% casualties, 

losing the Tide of Battle. Inspiring Leadership: 

saves caused by Spells, Fearsome or Terrifying 

units, losing the Tide of Battle. Auras grant the 

Leadership bonus to all friendly units within a 6” 

radius. Musicians: Re-roll Will Saves to Rally or 

Reform a unit.  Standards grant a +1 to Will Saves 

taken as a result of the Tide of Battle. 

Duels 

Heroes in an Engagement may challenge other 

Heroes to a duel.  If accepted, the dueling Heroes 

may only attack each other, and no other model 

may attack them.  If refused, the challenger counts 

as winning the duel by default. 



Tide of Battle Cheat Sheet 
Melee Weapons 
Weapon Type Bonuses Special Abilities  

Bastard Sword +1 Str 1- Handed 

Dire Flail +1 Str, Mel, Ref Charging Bonus 

Dwarven Urgrosh +1 Atk Defensive Weapon 

Flail +1 Str Charging Bonus,1-Handed 

Great Weapon +1 Str, Mel None 

Halberd +1 Str Defensive Weapon 

Sword None Improved Deflection 

Great Club +1 Str None 

Lance +2 Str,+1 Mel, 
Ref 

Charging Bonus 
1-Handed 

Spear None Defensive, Reach 

Pike None Fearsome against Cavalry  
Defensive, Reach 2 

Shortspear +1 Ref Defensive, 1-Handed 

Spear, Cavalry +1 Str, Ref Charging Bonus 

Staff +1 Deflection None 

Twin Weapons +1 Attack None 

Str= Strength, Mel= Melee, Atk=Melee Attacks, Ref=Reflexes 

1-Handed: May be used with a shield or other 1-handed weapon 
Charging Bonus: only grants bonuses when charging 
Defensive: +1 to Melee when charged 
Improved Deflection: Grants a +1 bonus to Deflection when used 
with a shield 
Reach: First Strike special rule on first turn of combat, models in 
the second rank may also attack. 

Special Abilities 
Berserker Rage:  Model gains +1 Strength, Melee, and Will for 
specified duration, but must charge enemy units within 6” when 
Activated.  The rage is lost if the model  Routes. 
Blast: Blast templates affect all models touched. Small Cone 
Templates extend 4” in length from the model using the ability, 
Large Cone Templates extend 8”- Small Blasts are 3” circles in 
diameter Large Blasts are circles 5” in diameter 
Confused: Must pass a Will Save when Activated, or may not act.   
Courageous: Unaffected by Fearsome or Terrifying, cannot Route 
from taking casualties or because of a spell. 
Critical Strike: Strength rolls of a 6 against a target model’s 
Fortitude inflict two Hit Points of damage on models with multiple 
Hit Points, target may not benefit from Deflection saves 
Disciplined:  Re-roll Will Saves to Reform or to avoid Routing during 
the Activation phase as long as a unit Sergeant is present in the unit.   
Fanatical: re-roll failed Will Saves to avoid Routing after losing the 
Tides of Battle. 
Favored Enemy: When targeting Favored enemy, gains +1 bonus to 
hit.  In Engagements, gain a +1 bonus to Will Save to avoid routing 
after losing the Tide of Battle.   
Fearsome : Defeated enemies take a -1 penalty to Will Saves taken 
as a result of the Tide of Battle.  Fearsome Aura: -1 penalty to all 
Will Saves taken by enemy units within 6”. 
First Strike: Strike before all other models in the Engagement 
Flankers:  when entering from Reserves, arrive on any table edge  
Implacable: Automatically pass all Will Saves, never Route 
Infiltrators: Deploy anywhere on the map as long as they are at 
least 6” away from the enemy deployment zone, either placed in 
non-open Terrain or Open terrain without LOS to enemy 
deployment zone.  Also have Flanker rule. 
Paralysis: May not attack, contribute Leadership, use special 
abilities, items, or cast spells.  Hit automatically by melee attacks.  If 
alone, may not move. Lasts for duration specified by the ability.   
Poisoned Attacks:  re-roll failed Strength rolls to wound.  
Precise Shot: May make ranged attacks against individual models 
within a unit at a -1 penalty if LOS is available. 
Shield Breaker: Attacks do not permit Deflection saves  
Sneak Attack:  +1 or higher bonus to the Strength of attacks when 
A) making a ranged attack from cover or Invisibile B) charging from 
cover or while Invisible C) flanking 
Stunning Blow: Target that loses HP must pass a Fortitude Save at    
-1 or is unable attack until the next turn.   
Terrifying: Units attempting to charge must pass a Will Save or 
Route. Terrifying Aura: all models within 6” at the end of that 
model’s Activation must pass a Will Save or Route.  Units may only 
be affected once. Immune to Terrifying and Fearsome abilities.   
Trample: When charging, man-sized models in base contact must 
pass a Reflex Save or take an automatic hit at specified Strength. 
Woodwalker/”x”walker: Moves through terrain as open ground 

Ranged Weapons 
Weapon Type Range Bonuses Special Abilities 

Bow 12/24” None Indirect Fire 

Crossbow 15/30” +1 Str Slow Reload 

Greatbow 15/30” +1 Rng, Str Indirect Fire 

Javelin 12” Str of user Thrown 

Longbow 15/30” +1 Rng Indirect Fire 

Repeater Crossbow 15/30” +1 Str, Vol  

Shortbow 9/18” None Indirect, Fire on 
the Move 

Sling 9/18” None  

Throwing Dagger 6” None Thrown 

Str=Ranged Strength  Rng=Ranged  Vol=Volley 

Range: Short Range/Long Range (-1 penalty to hit) 
Fire on the Move: May fire after moving On the Double 
Indirect Fire: May target units out of Line of Sight at a -2 penalty 
Slow Reload: May not fire after moving, except for first shot 
Thrown: May be used when Charging or Moving on the Double.   
 

Resistances 
Deflection: Roll equal to or under to avoid Hit Point loss 
Disguised: Model is not revealed as part of a unit(and 
untargettable) until it attacks, uses an ability or spell. 
Evasion: the model may roll a Reflex save to avoid a Blast 
Immunity: May not be harmed by attacks of a specific type 
Incorporeal: Deflection 3, Immune to non-magical attacks 
Invisibility: Deflection 3, may not be targeted by ranged attacks or 
spells.  Lost if the model attacks or casts an Offensive spell, unless it 
has Greater Invisibility. 
Regneration: At the end of the turn, units may roll 1 Regeneration 
save per model that lost a Hit Point- on a success, the model regains 
the Hit Point. Acidic and Flaming attacks negate this ability. 
Spell Resistance X: Automatically counterspells spells targeting the 
model with a caster level indicated by the ‘x’. 
Vulnerable: +1 Hit Point lost to specified type of attack 
 

War Machines 
Weapon Type Range Strength Special Abilities 

Ballista 24/48” +4 Rng, +3 Str Shield Breaker, Slow 
Reload 

Catapult 24/48” +0 Str/ +3 Str 
(under center) 

Indirect Fire, Slow 
Reload, Small Blast 

Ballista : Inflict 2 Hit Points of damage. Roll 1 attack per rank for 
Ranked targets. Catapult: Nominate point on the map and roll an 
attack against AC4 : on a hit, the blast is centered on target. On a 
miss, move the blast D6” in a random direction. 


